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On 24 July 2017, the long-running, deeply tragic
and emotionally fraught case of Charlie Gard
reached its sad conclusion (box 1). Following
further medical assessment of the infant, Charlie’s
parents and doctors finally reached agreement that
continuing medical treatment was not in Charlie’s
best interests. Life support was subsequently withdrawn and Charlie died on 28 July 2017.
Over the course of multiple hearings at different
levels of courts in both London and Strasbourg, the
Charlie Gard case has raised a number of vexed
ethical questions (box 2). The important role of
practical ethics in cases like this is to help clarify
the key concepts, identify central ethical questions,
separate them from questions of scientific fact, and
subject arguments to critical scrutiny. The authors
have disagreed about the right course of action for
Charlie Gard,1 2 but we agree on the key ethical principles as well as the role of ethical analysis and the
importance of robust and informed debate. Ethics
is not about personal opinion, but about argument,
reasons and rational reflection. While the lasting
ramifications of the case for medical treatment decisions in children are yet to become apparent, we
here outline some of the potential lessons.

Parents’ role in decision-making for
children: we need to clarify harm
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Much of the media attention in the Gard case has
focused on the rights of parents in decision-making
for children, and whether the intervention of the
courts in this case means that doctors frequently
overrule parents in the UK. However, cases of
intractable disagreement like this are the exception rather than the rule. In the majority of cases
in the UK, as elsewhere,3 parents and doctors reach
decisions together through a process of shared
decision-making. However, there have to be limits.
Parents should not be allowed to make decisions
that carry a significant risk of serious harm to a
child. That includes refusing treatments of likely
benefit for a child, or demanding treatments that
impose a significant burden without benefit. The
challenge, of course, and here there needs to be
much more work, is in defining what constitutes a
sufficient level or chance of harm to justify overruling parents.4 Charlie would have had to potentially undergo some months of pain and discomfort
from continued intensive care,1 however, the
doctors at Great Ormond Street Hospital indicated
that they felt that his neurological damage was so
great that he was‘beyond experience’.5 If that were
truly the case, then it is not clear that acquiescing
to parental request for treatment would have actually constituted significant harm (although it would
also, almost certainly, mean that treatment would

have had no chance at all of securing the improvement they desired). We have both disagreed about
whether this harm threshold was reached, and
consequently whether Charlie's parents' request
should have been granted.1 2

Decisions for adults versus decisions
for children: allow adults to choose
treatment for themselves even if
suboptimal

While there has been intense debate about whether
or not requested treatment should be provided to
Charlie Gard, it is important not to extrapolate
from this case to decisions about medical treatment
in adults. The ethical and legal basis for decisions in
competent (or formerly competent) adults is different
from that in children. If Charlie had been a young
adult who had made clear his wishes to be kept alive
on a ventilator, and to receive experimental treatment
(even if there was a low chance of benefiting), then
it should certainly have been provided.6 For public
health systems, it is important to manage fairly the
limited healthcare resources we have. However, adult
patients should be allowed to access cost-equivalent
treatment alternatives, even if they would be inferior
to the usually recommended standard of care.7

Experimental treatment: we should have
a lower threshold for allowing access
where patients have no other options, and
allow earlier innovative treatment

Faced with certain death without treatment, Charlie’s parents sought, and found, an experimental
treatment that could conceivably benefit him.
This treatment had not been tried in any previous
patients with Charlie’s illness, and on that basis was
rejected as offering no known benefit. However,
this suggests a Catch-22: new treatments can only
be tried if there is evidence from previous patients,
but that evidence can only be acquired by trying it.
Moreover, Charlie was only one of four patients
in the world with this condition. Large trials could
not be performed and animal models could not be
developed in time to help Charlie.
Novel experimental treatments are sometimes tried
first in patients with lesser forms of an illness, or in
healthy patients. However, that approach is arguably
mistaken as such patients have little to gain and may
have much to lose.8 At least in some circumstances,
novel treatments can only be tried on extremely sick
patients first. Indeed, the ethical calculus is potentially
inverted: patients like Charlie arguably have everything to gain and nothing to lose.
There are three potential lessons here. First,
that there should be a low threshold for allowing
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Hard lessons: learning from the Charlie Gard case

Charlie Gard
Case summary and timeline21–23

Charlie Gard was born at full term, apparently healthy, in August 2016. At a few weeks of age his parents noticed early signs of muscle weakness.
At 2 months of age, he was admitted to Great Ormond Street Hospital (GOSH) with poor feeding, failure to thrive and respiratory failure. He was
admitted to intensive care, where investigations led to the diagnosis of a rare severe mitochondrial disorder – infantile onset encephalomyopathic
mitochondrial DNA depletion syndrome (MDDS).
The specific genetic form of MDDS in Charlie Gard (RRM2B) had previously been reported in approximately 15 infants, with typical clinical
features including early onset, rapid progression and death in infancy.24 By that point, Charlie was paralysed and unable to breathe without
respiratory support. He was found to have congenital deafness, and his heart, liver and kidneys were affected by the disorder. Doctors felt that
Charlie’s prognosis was extremely poor.
In early 2017, Charlie’s parents identified an experimental treatment, previously used in a different form of MDDS, which they hoped might
benefit Charlie. In mouse models of a myopathic form of MDDS (TK2), early supplementation with deoxypryrimidine nucleosides apparently
bypasses the genetic defect and leads to a reduction in the biochemical defect and in the severity of the clinical phenotype.25 26 Doctors at
GOSH initially planned to use nucleoside treatment in Charlie, but in January he developed evidence of electrical seizures, and clinicians became
convinced that treatment, both continued intensive care and the requested nucleoside therapy, would be futile. A US physician involved in the
nucleoside research offered to provide treatment, and Charlie’s parents raised funds for him to travel to the USA.
However, doctors at GOSH were not happy with Charlie being transferred overseas for treatment. They applied to the Family Division of the
High Court on 28 February for permission to withdraw life support and to provide palliative care. Charlie’s parents opposed this plan. On 11 April,
Justice Francis ruled in favour of the hospital. Charlie’s family appealed, and the decision was reviewed (and upheld) in the Court of Appeal (23
May), Supreme Court (8 June) and European Court of Human Rights (20 June). At that stage, all avenues of legal appeal had been exhausted, and
plans were made to withdraw medical treatment.
Following widespread public and media attention, including statements of support by President Trump and Pope Francis, a number of
international medical and scientific experts came forward offering treatment and presenting apparently new evidence of allegedly increased
chance of benefit from nucleoside treatment. On 10 July, GOSH elected to bring this evidence back to the High Court. The court arranged for the
US mitochondrial specialist to review Charlie in London. Following a multi-disciplinary meeting and new evidence of the severity of Charlie’s
illness including the results of a full body MRI, on 24 July his parents accepted that further treatment could not help him and withdrew their
application to the court.
innovative therapies in patients who have exhausted all other
conventional medical therapies and otherwise will die. Second,
that experimental treatments should potentially be embarked
upon without delay.9 In Charlie’s case, it is ironic that delayed
decision-making means that he could have received nucleoside
treatment months ago, and by the time the case was finally
concluded in court it would have been possible to assess if it had
led to any improvement, or not. Third, there are of course limits
to aggressively offering experimental treatment, particularly
where the side effects of treatment may make it highly likely
not to be in the individual’s interests. Where the side effects are
uncertain, it may be better to allow a time-limited trial of the
therapy with a plan to actively withdraw treatment if side effects
are significant or if there is no benefit after a suitable period.

The role of resources: we need to talk about limited
resources

Even if it were not harmful, treatment (whether experimental
therapy or life support in intensive care) should not be provided
if it is excessively costly and would mean denying other patients
their slice of the limited healthcare pie. This issue of limited
healthcare resources does not apply directly in the Gard case
as Charlie’s parents had raised funds independently for him to
travel to the USA for treatment.1 2 It was not considered by the
court. The Gard decision should not be seen therefore (contrary
to the claims of some US politicians) as the decision of a single
payer health system that is explicitly rationing treatment.
However, as noted by US paediatric intensivist Robert Truog,
concern about finite health resources is legitimate even if parents
or insurers pay for treatment.10 It is relevant even in the USA
(and perhaps especially in the USA).11 Tertiary healthcare facilities, such as those that offered treatment to Charlie, are a result
of community investment in medical research, medical education and medical care. The community has a stake in how those

facilities are used, and in ensuring that they are used wisely (ie,
with at least some plausible prospect of benefit).10
Furthermore, there is a deep resource-related paradox at the
heart of this case, as in other cases of disputed, possibly futile
treatment. While there is potential uncertainty about whether or
not treatment would have been in Charlie’s best interests, there
is no uncertainty about resources. Continued intensive care in
this case, in the face of a very low probability of improvement
and high costs of treatment, represents an unreasonable and
unfair use of limited healthcare resources. However, in an effort
to adjudicate the difficult ethical question of the benefits and
burdens of treatment for Charlie, treatment was prolonged at
public expense for months. In that time, it is virtually certain
that some children were denied transfer to the highly specialised
intensive care unit at Great Ormond Street Hospital because of
lack of capacity. It is virtually certain that in that time some elective (but vital) surgery was delayed. Because of concern for the
well-being of other children needing the vital resource of the
intensive care unit, it may have been better to allow the parents
to take Charlie overseas months ago. Indeed, even if we accept
that that would have been contrary to Charlie’s best interests, it
may have been a lesser harm overall.
However, resources have not been part of the central ethical
debate for Charlie, and that is fundamentally because there is
no clear process for clinicians to make resource-based decisions
about provision of intensive care for patients. There is also no
legal mechanism for courts to adjudicate on the issue of resources
where there is a dispute.

The role of the courts: we need a fair, expedient way
of resolving disputes

Parents cannot have a final say in medical decisions for children,
but nor can doctors. Just as in every other area of life, where
there is a dispute that cannot be resolved between two parties
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Box 1

Charlie Gard

Factual questions

►► What was Charlie’s level of awareness/cognition?
►► How much did he experience pain/suffer from intensive care?
►► Can suffering from intensive care be alleviated completely/

partly by sedation/analgesia?

►► What was the chance of improvement in Charlie’s

encephalopathy or myopathy?

►► How long would treatment need to be provided to determine

if he had any improvement?

►► What is the best function that he could achieve with treatment?
►► Could he be ventilator independent with treatment?
►► How long could he live with continued life-sustaining

treatment?

Ethical questions
What is the right thing to do?

►► Would it be in Charlie’s best interests to receive continued

intensive care and nucleoside treatment?

►► Would life for Charlie in his impaired state be a life worth

living?

►► Should we judge this based on subjective or objective

was contrary to his interests and doing more harm than good.
But he did not receive the desired nucleoside treatment that his
parents desired. Nobody has got the outcome that they wanted.
Is there an alternative? Because of the formidable epistemic
and normative challenges in determining when treatment is
futile,12 one solution in some jurisdictions has been to focus on
developing a fair and legally supported due process for decision-making.13 14 There are two key components to this process
that could and arguably should be adopted in the UK for future
disputes about treatment. The first is the establishment of a
process of case review by an independent ethics review panel
where physicians feel that continued treatment would be futile.
That panel would be able to reach decisions about withholding
or withdrawing treatment without the lengthy process of adjudicating and appealing evident in the Gard case. Importantly, we
suggest that it would be important for such a panel to include
ethical expertise and to consider (where relevant) inviting ethical
experts as well as medical experts to inform decisions. It would
require a wide range of clinical and scientific opinion to get the
facts clear but also to make clear the level of uncertainty about
the facts. The second is to allow families to secure desired treatment if they are able to identify alternative healthcare providers
who are prepared and able to provide treatment. One limit to
that may be the location of alternative providers.

accounts of well-being?

►► In the best-case scenario (with maximum realistic

Ethical decisions versus clinical decisions: allow
and support reasonable disagreement

improvement from nucleoside treatment), would his life be
worth living?
►► Should the interests of parents be taken into account?
►► Should, and if so when should treatment be denied on the
basis of limited public healthcare resources?
How should decisions be made?

►► When should parents' requests for medical treatment be

overruled?

►► Should parents be permitted to consent to untested or

extremely uncertain experimental treatment if a child would
certainly die without it?
►► What constitutes ‘significant harm’ to justify overruling
parents?
►► If parents are able to pay for treatment, should that change
the permissibility of continuing/providing treatment?
►► How should decisions about allocation of resources be made
for individual patients?
►► How should diverging views about medical facts be taken
into account?
►► Does it matter if those diverging views come from health
professionals in different countries?
►► How should diverging views about normative issues (eg, life
worth living, parental rights) be taken into account?
►► Should parents be free to take their child overseas for
medical treatment unavailable in their home country?
►► Should decisions be made through the courts, or in some
extra-judicial process?

about an important issue, there needs to be a fair and impartial
process for arbitration. In the UK, as in most other countries, the
court serves that role. However, the court process is not perfect.
It is adversarial, and can potentially make the ideal solution
(agreement between parents and doctors) harder to achieve. It
is costly. And it is potentially lengthy. In this case, the series of
appeals has led to the worst of possible outcomes. Charlie Gard
received months of intensive care that health professionals felt
440

Much of the debate in the courtroom in the Gard case has been
around medical evidence and factual claims, particularly about
the reversibility of brain damage and the scientific plausibility of
the experimental treatment (box 2). However, the decision in
this case, and in other similar cases, is not a ‘clinical decision’.
It cannot be settled by questions of medical fact or scientific
evidence alone.
Indeed, one of the striking (though not unique) features of this
case is the presence of divergent expert testimony, and disagreement between key witnesses on whether treatment could help
Charlie and whether it should be provided.
In court cases, one approach to witnesses who disagree about
key facts is to assess the credibility of the witnesses and assign
different weights to their testimony. Yet where the central question
is value based and ethical, rather than scientific, consensus may be
impossible. In those situations, dissensus may be just as important
to note as consensus.15 Where there is reasonable disagreement
between experts about medical treatment, we should usually allow
patients (or their surrogates) to decide. In the Charlie Gard case,
there was just such disagreement, with experts in New York and
Rome initially willing to provide the requested treatment. That
provided a powerful (though not irrefutable) argument in favour
of allowing continued intensive care and nucleoside treatment.
One vexed question is whether the disagreement in this case represented ‘reasonable’ disagreement.16 Those offering treatment need
to be able to provide clear and coherent reasons for doing so, to
demonstrate understanding of the specific clinical circumstances,
and to demonstrate willingness to revise their view in the face of
changing facts.

Medical tourism: allow families to travel unless
illegal or risks significant harm

None of the medical experts in the UK who reviewed Charlie felt
that the requested treatment would be in his best interests. However,
experts in the USA and Italy offered to provide treatment.
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Box 2 Some of the key factual and ethical questions arising
from the Charlie Gard case

Charlie Gard

Challenging normative and conceptual issues: need
for further ethical analysis

The central question about providing desired treatment or withdrawing and allowing Charlie to die is irreducibly normative.
Because of that, it is important to be clear about some of the key
value questions and concepts at stake. For example, in the initial
court ruling, Judge Francis referred to Charlie’s interest in maintaining his dignity, and the significance of allowing him to ‘die
with dignity’. Yet it was not clear what independent ethical role
dignity played in the ethical evaluation of treatment. Dignity is
a deeply contested concept in medical ethics.18 19 There were
clearly different views between parents and professionals about
whether it would be consistent with Charlie’s dignity to continue
intensive care.
Another fundamental issue is what counts as sufficient benefit
to prolong life. The concept of a ‘life worth living’ is highly
controversial, yet it remains at the heart of this case, and other
cases.2 For adults, it is possible to rely to a degree on subjective
accounts of well-being, since adults can report on their experience of pain or pleasure. It is also possible (in at least some
cases) to draw on their evaluations of what is or would be a sufficient benefit to provide life-prolonging treatment. However, for
young children, and others who are not and have never been
able to express their wishes or preferences, a subjective account
is either meaningless or misleading. The alternative is an objective account of a life worth living that is robust and clear enough
to be applied to contested cases, and also respects reasonable
disagreement about value and values. That alternative remains
to be established.

Reflective equilibrium, reasons and evidence: need
for humility and transparency

How should value judgements be made? Philosopher John Rawls
described a process of reflective equilibrium. This involves
developing principles (such as the best interests principle and
those of distributive justice) and concepts (such as well-being
and a life worth living), but crucially revising these in line with
intuitions about specific cases, such as Charlie's. This process is

what judges engage in but judges, or doctors, are not necessarily
or exclusively ethical experts.
Rawls described the qualities of people who should be engaged
in reflective equilibrium. They should be knowledgeable about
the relevant facts. Importantly, they should be ‘reasonable’: (1)
being willing to use inductive logic, (2) being disposed to find
reasons for and against a solution, (3) having an open mind,
(4) making a conscientious effort to overcome their intellectual, emotional and moral prejudices. Lastly, they are to have
‘sympathetic knowledge… of those human interests which, by
conflicting in particular cases, give rise to the need to make a
moral decision’.20
When a decision is arrived at, the decision together with its
reasons and evidence needs to be made clear to those involved,
and, in high-profile public cases, to the public at large.
In decisions about life support for a critically ill child, those
who have to make the decision, whether they are parents, health
professionals or high court judges, should aspire to the above
qualities and engage in reflective equilibrium. However, perhaps
the most distinctive feature of the Charlie Gard case is the way
that this decision has been shared in real time with a massive
national and international audience. Tens of thousands, perhaps
hundreds of thousands, of people have been reading, thinking,
and venturing opinions on the core questions and value judgements at stake.
Given the emotional and intellectual involvement of so many
people in this profound and profoundly difficult decision, it is
salient to remember Rawls’ other key lesson about value judgements: participants in reflective equilibrium should display epistemic and normative humility, that is a calibrated confidence in
their knowledge of empirical and moral truth.
As the sad case of Charlie Gard comes to a close, it is sobering
but vital to step back from our own personal views on the case,
and to remember that we can all get it wrong.
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